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Abstract: 
Yeşilçam’s success, as scholars of Turkish cinema note, is directly linked to the leverage the 
distribution sector gained in the industrial make-up of Turkish cinema since the 50s. Cinema in 
Turkey lived its heyday in the following decades thanks to six regional distribution companies 
that provided bonds financing film production, which allowed distributors to steer film 
production as per the demands of audiences to secure financial success. In essence, it was the 
audiences that shaped — albeit by proxy — the aesthetic product which was funded by them as 
consumers, a circular economics leading to the widely celebrated designation of Turkish cinema 
as “the people’s cinema” as coined by notable director and film theorist Halit Refiğ. In this 
paper, I interrogate this designation and historicize the making of “the people” in the pre-
Yeşilçam era by turning to the release of Lütfi Ö. Akad’s phenomenal hit Vurun Kahpeye (1949), 
which laid the foundations of the distribution-dominated ecology in which Turkish cinema 
would thrive. I revisit the 1949 film’s reception and the debates it provoked in order to bring to 
focus the secular basis of cinema and its infrastructures in Turkey and the kinds of populations 
that cinema as both aesthetic object and industrial formation injured and excluded. I show that 
the history around the film plays out its narrative of national genesis in which the religiously 
marked body is deemed improper, unworthy, and obsolete with respect to the nation. Thus, 
through a media survey of the Vurun Kahpeye’s social life, this paper locates 1949 as marking 
the moment of cinema’s formation as a modern mass medium that assembles a secular 
infrastructure and public. Overall, Vurun Kahpeye alerts us to the critical role cinema played in 
mediating the project of secularism, strikingly without state ownership and sponsorship unlike 
most other Middle Eastern contexts. 
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